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This fourth installment in The Archive Series showcases the scenic background and layout art
that gives every piece of Disney animation a time and place. The Animation Research Library
and curator John Lasseter, the Walt Disney Animation Studios Chief Creative Officer, have
assembled over 300 pieces of artwork from the company's shorts and masterpieces from Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs to Tangled, and even the upcoming Winnie the Pooh. With many
two-page spreads and several 30-inch gate-folds, Backgrounds & Layouts includes famous as
well as unpublished work of the great layout artists and background painters such
as Eyvind Earle, Claude Coats, Walter Peregoy, Maurice Noble, James Coleman, Serge
Michaels, Al Dempster, Bill Layne, Art Riley, Brice Mack, and Lisa Keene. Collectors and
animation enthusiasts couldn't be more thrilled with the first three books in the series, and they
are eager to add Backgrounds & Layouts to their libraries.  
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Animation (Walt Disney Animation Studios: The Archive Series) The Art and Flair of Mary Blair
(Updated Edition): An Appreciation (Disney Editions Deluxe)



How Roode, “Another home run from the Archive Series. First of all, if you don't already own the
other three books so far in the Archive Series (Story, Animation, and Design), WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR??? This is by far the best art book series Disney has released yet, and it
demonstrates a commitment to displaying the true (often unsung) artistry of the Disney
animated films, without the excessive self-congratulatory commentary of many of the recent
Pixar art books.While the other books in the series have beautiful art as well, what makes Layout
and Background a real gem is how much of the work collected here really is never-before-seen.
If you own a few other Disney art books, odds are you've seen concepts from The Lion King, or
animation drawings from Beauty and the Beast, but you've probably never seen background art
from the Pluto short films. In fact, the layouts from the many short films (Mickey, Goofy, Silly
Symphonies, the Disneyland TV show segments) are the big surprise of this book: the level of
craftsmanship is shocking, easily just as impressive as in any of the feature films, and often
spanning a greater range of styles.The only small complaint I have about this book is that,
compared to the 2D films, the editors really seem to have phoned it in on the background
samples from the 3D films: instead of showing the layout art that went into creating the detailed
3D environments, they just show final renders, and not even the best ones, at that. There's a full-
page image from Bolt that I almost wanted to rip out of the book (and I liked that movie!). So,
note: if you're looking for background art from the 3D films, you're going to need to pick up the
art book for each respective movie. Otherwise, this is a magnificent addition to any artist's
collection, and a great coffee-table book for the everyday Disney fan!”

en_b, “Amazing collection of BG Art, poor quality book. The long awaited and fourth book in the
Walt Disney Animation Studios Archive Series; "Layout and Background" is on the shelf and
gives a nice broad retrospective of Background Art from the very first Disney films to present
day. There's even backgrounds for Roger Rabbit among many others in here which Ive never
seen in any other of my many books.I do notice that a good portion of the reproductions are
sadly, not that great- they're good, but Ive seen many of them in other books and there is a
definite, noticeable difference in color and value. Also. While at the bookstore I inspected a few
of the bindings and many of them were looking a little shaky.It's too bad. I understand its a
challenge to get the many pages to print well, it's a lot of art, but they dont have problems with
their other art books- and a bindings glue already coming undone on such a brand new copy is
one of the worst things to see. A personal pet peeve of mine. The copy I have seems to be ok
and holding up, but watch out for those bindings- makes it tough to order from amazon or
someone and just hope you get a good one. Cross your fingers.With all that said- its still an
amazing, fantastic, and easily accessible collection and I would buy it all over again at full price
regardless of those two major disappointments.I twitter about art of books every week for those
who are interested, give me a follow or an RT @en_b !”



Marc, “Beautiful. Compelling. Large format awesomeness!. Like the other books in this series,
"Layout & Background" is a remarkably good book especially if you enjoy exploring the structural
foundations of many of the Disney Animation productions. I frankly sometimes find that I like
background art perhaps a bit more so than I do actual characters. As the book states, in effect,
It's the layout and backgrounds that set the stage for character. This book offers a unique view
into what lives "behind" Mickey, Goofy, Rapunzel (ala Tangled), and the rest. It showcases what
came "before" they were painted in or digitally inserted and how layout structure and
background art necessarily serve to set the mood and theme for the characters.This is one
beautifully vivid and very large format book. Well structured and compelling. Size does make a
difference here. Images are clear and the colors, where appropriate, are great. It's a pleasure to
leaf through as well as examine in detail. If nothing else, this a great book to "experience" in
general. Whether you are a artist, animator or simply nostalgic, curious or looking for a great
reference work, it's definitely worth adding to your library.”

R. A. Pelton, “Not much in the way of reading - like how they came to the conclusions they did.
Not much in the way of reading - like how they came to the conclusions they did, what
references they used, what changes a thing went through,etc. But it does its just as a visual
guide of the various, nay countless background conceived by the Disney art team - and if you
struggle with backgrounds like I do, it is quite helpful.”

per, “Great book about drawing. If you love drawing, you will love this book. You will have a very
different level of appreciation of the Disney animation if you have read this one.”

Wayne Wang, “To treausre - Beautiful artworks on quality paper. If you enjoy art and particularly
Disney and you find yourself marvelling at their films and feel like pausing the frames just to
absorb the beauty, layout, strokes of brush, ink, pastel, pencil or even computer CGI design of
each frame, then this is it! I particularly enjoy the background art as I feel each is such a
masterpiece in its own. The variety of works from so many Disney films is lovely. Highly
recommended and will be treasuring cor future generations!”

John Joyce (No relation !), “A serious book for serious cartoon artists. This beautifully and
lavishly produced book is a work of art in itself - featuring sketches, treatments and fully finished
backgrounds from a host of Disney movies. Ideally, this book should accompany the excellent
'Drawn to Life' series of books that feature the drawing of the characters that populate the
backgrounds described and illustrated so beautifully on these pages. Ideal as a reference, or
even a coffee table book, the production of this work is exquisite and impressive.”

T. Schott, “So good I needed two copies. Great book. My second favorite in the series of four.
This is the second copy I've bought of this book. Beautiful illustrations that show spectacular art
from the Disney archives over the last 80 years.”



katieB, “Wonderful book. I bought this book second hand and in all honesty you can tell. - More
because of the outside of it is a little marked and the spine being a little bit tired. HOWEVER the
inside is practically unspoiled (except for the little dents where you can see someone has turned
the pages). I love this book, it's incredibly nostalgic and inspiring! A lot of the backgrounds that I
loved as a child are illustrated in there and I honestly didn't think they would be ?? not sure
why?? it goes in to alllllllll of the disney movies ughh LOVE. I plan to give it to my sister for
Christmas as a present regardless of the fact it's a bit worn, I think it actually gives it some extra
charm.”

bea, “... of gorgeous disney backgrounds in different art styles with good quality paper. Full of
gorgeous disney backgrounds in different art styles with good quality paper, an overall good
purchase for disney fans and graphic artists.”

Greg Turnbull, “Great set of 4 Disney Animation books. Excellent set of 4 Walt Disney Animation
books, great graphics & well organised.”

The book by Christopher Finch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 262 people have provided feedback.
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